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Editorial
Is there something peculiar about the English now, or is it me—old
enough to remember when nil per cent of undergraduates thought
“presentation” the “skill” they most needed to develop (now 55 per
cent according to research by CRAC—Careers Research and
Advisory Centre—an “educational charity”, Telegraph, June 9)? It
isn’t just the country’s constitution that seems to have been madeover—by Tony Blair—but its entire character—by common consent.
We certainly don’t keep ourselves to ourselves any more or a stiff
upper-lip. We like to share one another’s grief and pain. I want to
feel what you feel. And you want me to feel it. Princess Di was like
our own daughter. Jill Dando too. And if a neighbour’s child is
abducted and horribly murdered, or merely run down by a car, we
measure our solidarity with the grieving parents in flowers by the
roadside and by seeing them interviewed on tv—where what used to
be private is made public, a bit of News and (sort of) entertaining.
Something really peculiar has happened to the News. (This is not
just me.) Have you noticed?—the presenters (they’re not readers any
more) have become weirdly sociable with one another—and with the
viewer too We’re not just hearing the news anymore, we’re watching
Friends. As one of Andy Hamilton’s characters in Bedtime says,
“It’s like a cocktail party there.” And we’re practically at the party
ourselves. The most brilliant of the smiles is for us (each of us) and
“Bye-ee” too as we go out the door. The old-style readers delivered
their lines impersonally, as having to do with a public order of
seriousness; the new ones come on as if they take it all personally,
are really, really, personally interested in it all. (Did you watch Neil
Dixon on BBC News—going round the country, where we are—
finding out from us, and then retailing to us, what we all thought
about the war in Iraq? Have you ever seen anyone so soberly
excited? He made very good television.) What a weird sort of
“personal” it is. They’re all “personal” but identically so. Ever so
personal but never inappropriate. They all feel, really feel the things
they tell us about but, weirdly, are never ever carried away by their
feelings into anything the slightest bit incorrect. They’re rolemodels, every one, personal but perfectly correct politically. The
body-snatchers have invaded again. This is seriously not a cocktail
party you want to go to. (Perhaps we get the presenters we deserve.)
The airwaves are smothered in ingratiating oiliness. Radio
presenters buttering up their listeners, oozing fake mateyness and
flattery, telling them things a moron couldn’t believe: “It’s your
programme/your opinions/votes/choices that count.” (= “Send us
your emails or we’ll lose our jobs.”) And their listeners giving it
them back again, as if they really do think you can be mates with
disembodied voices and filled-in pixels. The latest evolutionary
development: Non-threatening Football Phone-in Man.
Surely, no generation before our own can ever have been so
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good, or at least compassionate, caring. We care, dreadfully—about
all sorts of things everywhere but especially deaths-on-the-road,
here, at home. Even one is one too many. And if they’re drinkrelated (now mobile phone-related too) we are outraged. As I heard
last night, it doesn’t matter how long you imprison the offender for,
it’s still insufficient compensation for the loss of a loved-one.
Having said that. Of course. A certain number of casualties
annually—even kiddies—is only to be expected. It’s an acceptable
part of the price we pay for living in a free and democratic society—
just so long as it doesn’t include any cases of drink- (or mobile
phone-) related driving.
We like to help one another—not, as we used to and (as I have
heard) they still do elsewhere, mainly family, friends and
neighbours—but complete strangers. Nowadays, from compassion
and to help, we go to war. We supported the war on the Serbs for the
sake of the Kosovo muslims. We supported the war on Iraq for the
sake of all the Iraquis except the Baathists (though not if innocent
lives were going to be lost). And at home, for the sake of the Peace
Process and from an excess of sympathy, a very popular minister of
state calls an enemy of the state, “Babe”. We need never fear going
without counselling. There are now more professionally qualified
counsellors in the country than members of the armed forces. We
want—young people especially want—to make a difference, and to
share (not goods, experience). We reconcile contradictions (like
Walt Whitman, we are big, we can contain much). We are there for
one another to a degree perhaps never before seen, caring, supportive
and non-judgemental. But as well as this warm and yielding
feminine side that feels, we also have a hard-edged masculine side
that does, that acts directly upon the visible materio-mechanical
universe, putting policies in place, launching initiatives, delivering
quality, being not-in-the-business-of, like Patricia Hewitt.
We no longer look down on other races or classes or any one
else’s religion. To us, no man is an island. We are one vast
(multicultural) community, united by a belief in equality which
makes all judgement … inappropriate. All music is equal now, so
Radio Three boldly champions Rodgers and Hammerstein, and
defies its listeners to use the phrase “pop music” of anything. Having
said that. Some music must still be more equal than others, because,
although Thom Yorke doesn’t have an orchestra and never gives
concerts, Christopher Hogwood does have a band and does do gigs
(shows too).
Even our faults have been modernized. Illiteracy is no longer any
mere, corrigible inability to read and write. People can read and
write who never write, and not only never read anything worth
reading but have no idea that anything is any more worth reading
than anything else. Our newspapers, the posh, heavyweight, quality
broadsheets, aren’t for reading. They’re almost nothing but graphics,
with a residue of text—often a graphic itself—separating one graphic
from another. You don’t read, you look at them. The fashion pages
in the Telegraph are worth looking at: Kylie’s lovely and inviting
arse, beneath a jolly backward look … Sophie’s amazing tits and
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thighs—all genuine … On Saturday, after Fashion, I look first at
John’s motoring column, on Sunday at Jeff on house maintenance.
You?
It’s now possible to be (did it use to be?) as thoroughly schooled
as only the best schools can school you and be as uneducated as …
only the most thoroughly schooled can be: Chris Smith, Charles
Clarke, Tony (“Education, Education, Education”) Blair—the
nation’s Dave Brent, or Weather Girl—the epitome of our new
governing class, not educated, just risen, to the tip-top of the class of
people who have developed not just the skills of presentation, which
55 per cent of undergraduates think they need, and of negotiation,
which 45 per cent think they need, but of teamwork too, which—to
CRAC’s concern—only 25 per cent think they need. Of course, such
a conception of education is fantastically, bizarrely primitive—
possible only in a country as widely educated as our own—but, still,
you couldn’t say it wasn’t modern. Today in Parliament is mostly
embarrassing because mostly the speakers are people who haven’t
got, have never had, the habit of reading. Just as prose and poetry
need to stay in touch with speech (“ … the language of men …”) so
speech, certainly public speech, in a culture that’s literate, needs to
stay in touch with prose. But the speech of our modern
parliamentarians has lost touch with prose and that part of the
language’s past that prose makes available to the present. So all they
have in their heads is fragments, of the present (“So let there be no
mistake. If we’re serious about wanting to—reach for the sickbag
[sic]—save the planet … ”). And then, on the other hand, there is
John Bercow, the last man on earth still talking like the Tite
Barnacles of Little Dorrit.
But perhaps this is all just vanity—thinking one’s own time
uniquely awful? When couldn’t there have been such a funeral as
Princess Diana’s, such Reports as the Dearing or Macpherson, such
obituraries as George Harrison’s? When would a Martin McGuiness
denouncing drink-drivers on a Dimbleby Show not have been
applauded? (“Behint a wheel, an IRA mon’s a sober mon.”) Of
course, the IRA is nothing if not a conspiracy to murder; and a senior
member of the IRA is nothing if not a murderer; and Martin
McGuiness would not be in government (let alone on the Dimbleby
Show) if he hadn’t been a senior member of the IRA. But if he’s
sound on drink-driving … . But when might we not have witnessed
similarly gross symptoms of public feeblemindedness? Except …
hasn’t it become chronic? In its public life, isn’t the country senile?
Of course, present-day England has no shortage of clever, welleducated and cultivated individuals still, men and women of ability
and character who might have distinguished themselves at any time.
Our newspapers may no longer be written to be read but many of
those who write for them can write: Charles Moore, the Hitchens
brothers, David Sexton, “Theodore Dalrymple”, Jenny McCartney,
Kevin Myers, Melanie Phillips, Simon Hoggart, Minette Marin,
Janet Daley, Aidan Rankin, Nick Cohen, Andrew Gimson, Peter
Oborne, Craig Brown, Anatole Skidelsky, Frederic Forsyth, Roger
Scruton … . And, alongside all the rubbish on television, there are
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programmes with some dramatic and literary depth to them—often
in various ways mimicking or otherwise exploiting the rubbish—
programmes which really do try to tell the truth about people’s lives
nowadays: Andy Hamilton’s Bedtime, Ricky Gervais’ The Office,
Peter Kay’s Phoenix Nights, those two sets of tragi-comic
monologues, the one with Joanna Lumley in and the other about the
Welsh cab driver. And then Ali G’s first two sets of fake interviews
weren’t created by a nonentity either, nor Steve Coogan’s. What has
Bremner “not” captured of Blair? All these—Happiness too—are
written and performed by people who have seen and—like Conrad’s
Mr Kurtz—judged.
Yet, somehow, it doesn’t seem to matter how distinguished
individuals are or how many there are of them. They still seem to
have no discernible influence on the thing-as-a-whole we’re all part
of. The Telegraph leader on the Macpherson Report must be as good
a piece of journalism as has ever appeared in an English newspaper
but it hasn’t been able to stop the BBC asking whether racism is still
institutionalised in the police force, as if that were the same sort of
thing as asking whether policemen still wear helmets. But perhaps
that’s not surprising when the strain of comment that that leader
exemplifies doesn’t even influence the rest of the paper it appears in,
which, apart from anything else, really does deserve Private Eye’s
jibe, The Daily Pornograph. Have you ever, by the way, seen a
naked white nipple in it? I saw a black one once. (Is this racism,
inverted racism or anti-racism?)
Why is our national life as a whole so much less than its parts?
For one answer, see immediately below.

The End of Prose?
We seem to be living at the end of the age when prosa oratio was the
straightforward mode of written language.
On the one hand the writing of prose is no longer, for instance,
the general requirement for public examinations. Imagine history
tested by multiple-choice questions! This is no longer imagination:
in the new AS level history no essay writing is required by at least
one board. Carlyle could not help writing spasmodically and
eccentrically, because he felt and judged that ordinary Johnsonian
prose in the 1830s was breaking up from its foundations. I doubt
whether he expected the break-up to go as far as spider charts.
When the local museum reopened with a new display of wall
boards and miscellaneous junk, the display was introduced by a copy
of a social survey kept alongside the visitors’ book. This document
was composed entirely in bullet-points, some but not all of which
were also, coincidentally, well-formed sentences. If prose is found
there it is as an exhibit, introduced by bullet-points.
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On the other hand, the difference between prose and verse is
breaking down. The Church of England for instance publishes
prayers in huge quantities, which are neither prose nor verse. They
are printed in lines like verse and frequently lapse into bad examples
of verse-forms, blank verse being the commonest. But they are not
consistently verse. “Encouraged by the example of your saints” we
pray for something or other, but we are not sufficiently encouraged
to try to discover a way of saying so. “Keep us running in the race
that lies ahead” we pray on the same page, no doubt imitating the
motion in the metre.[1]
Who can tell whether most of what is subsidized year in and year
out as English poetry is prose or verse? It is printed for the most part
in lines, but usually has no other mark of verse. In particular it is
quite hard to find contemporary verse with any naturalness of
rhythm.
All language is rhythmic in the sense of making living wholes by
ways of joining parts. Spider charts are by nature arhythmic, the notquite-verse arhythmic by instinctive habit. Language is naturally
rhythmic: non-rhythmic language is the beginnings of a
contradiction of language altogether. (How much information is lost
by the non-rhythmic aritificial construction of announcements at
railway stations out of bits of recorded speech?)
This situation gives the novel a terminus at both ends. The novel
comes in with fluent ordinary prose, and looks like going out with it.
So the unity of well-formed sentence and prose rhythm which
even twenty-five years ago seemed unshakeable is in fact dissolving
into not very competent vers libre in one direction, and bullet points
in the other. It is still worth asking whether we have any genuine
alternative for the formation of public opinion to the use of the prose
essay. Sometimes a television interview or even a soundbite may
provoke to thought. So, let’s hope, may a poem. But generally, we
just have to think in prose.
The Financial Times and the novels of Martin Amis are still
written mainly in prose, which perhaps makes them both archaic; but
could it be otherwise? The attention-span of what is claimed, by
those without experience of teaching it, to be the best-educated
generation we have ever had, is, however, well-known to be small.
The same prose-based broadsheets, the daily formation of public
opinion, could never dream of publishing one printed page
unalleviated by cross-heads, bullet-points, photographs, cartoons,
advertisements, summaries, spaces, changes of type-face and other
graphic hoo-hah.
Both The Times and The Spectator obligingly save us the trouble
of reading their articles by giving one-line summaries. The Week
saves us the trouble of reading even the summaries, by summarizing
them. “All you need to know about all that matters”—so you don’t
need to know anything about the thoughts and arguments that have
gone to deciding what matters.
The very first step towards restoring something like standards of
judgement must be the return by journals to arguments of the kind
that need some attention from readers. Automatic response:
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Journalism has to be lively. The bright chatter in the “heavies” is as
a matter of fact quite deadly and boring as well as unserious. Some
sobriety and gravity is called for if there is to be any life in British
journalism.
So what can be done? The situation is not an effect of causes that
can be identified and rectified, nothing of a kind that might be cured
by even the most determined implementation of policies. The belief
that all wrongs can be righted by five-point strategies and initiatives
is one of the symptoms. On the other hand, we don’t regard the
situation as inevitable. What we can do, and what we stand or fall
by, is to offer some critical thinking ourselves, in English prose,
thereby demonstrating that something better is possible.
[1] Examples from Common Worship: Pastoral Services, 2000, p.
363 and copiously on every page of this open-ended multivolume

